10.07.140 Illegal Parking in Loading Zone.

(a) An operator shall not park or stop for any purpose other than a stop of not to exceed three minutes, or for such other amount of time as may be indicated on the posted sign, to load and unload passengers at any time in any of the following places:

1. For a distance of thirty feet along any curb or entrance to any hotel;

2. At any curb in front of any portion of the main entrance and outside vestibule of any theater during any time such theater is open for public performance;

3. In any passenger loading zone so marked by DPW.

(b) DPW may place curb paint markings at other locations at which it finds that traffic conditions are such as to make passenger loading zones feasible.

(c) Valet Loading Zones. In any valet parking loading zone established by the Director of Public Works, valet parking may be operated between the hours of 6:00 p.m. and 3:00 a.m. Valet parking zones shall be a minimum of thirty feet not to exceed forty-eight feet in length, and may be established in a parking meter location, in which event parking meters shall be enforced during those hours when valet parking is not provided or permitted—a licensed valet parking service may only operate during the hours specified in its valet parking business license, if applicable, and according to any other terms and conditions indicated on the license.